Front Access Light
Installation Instructions

Model: 59200

Your BWG Front Access Light is designed to provide a chromatherapy system in your bath / spa and permit the replacement of the bulb from the front.

The Front Access Light has been specifically designed to enhance the enjoyment of your bath or spa.

Please read and follow all instructions carefully.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
You should have received safety instructions with your bath / spa. Please read and follow them carefully.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING – RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK: Drain bath / spa and disconnect power before attempting to open lens

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR LED BULB
1. Determine a suitable 2-3/4” flat surface for light placement.
2. Drill a 2-1/4” hole for the light assembly.
3. Insert the light assembly through the provided gasket and next insert the assembly into the hole.
4. Hand tighten the nut to approximately 15 ft-lbs.
5. Insert the lamp socket assembly through reflector and twist lock into place.
6. Insert the LED bulb into the lamp socket assembly.

LIGHT FEATURES
• High impact clear light for Chromatherapy.
• Accepts LED bulbs only.
• Low voltage (12 v) UL recognized assembly.
• Transformer available in 120v and 240 volt.

RELAMP INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING – RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK:
• Drain bath / spa and disconnect power before attempting to open lens.
• Only open the lens of the light using the BWG lens insert tool provided for that purpose.
• Do not attempt relamping without the proper tool. Contact a qualified service professional if the tool is not available.
RELAMP INSTRUCTIONS (cont.)
Follow the instructions on the BWG lens insert tool provided.
1. Remove lens insert with tool.
2. Pull bulb straight out.
4. Verify the o-ring is not damaged and is properly in place. Contact a qualified service professional if a replacement o-ring is needed.
5. Replace lens insert with tool.
6. Tighten.

1. Remove lens with insert tool.

2. Remove lens. Pull bulb straight Out. Verify the o-ring is not damaged and is properly in place.


4. Replace lens insert with tool. Tighten to align tool with notch.
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